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This week’s PODD communication focus... 

Ensuring your child’s PODD is with them, out, and 

where possible, visible to them, at all times. 

“The attitudes and expectations of people in the environment may to some extent 

influence all children’s language development, but they may be critical for children who 

use alternative forms because these children depend on the means and opportunities 

provided by professionals (and those around them).” (von Tetzchner & Grove, 2003 p.15) 

 

• Your child’s communication book is a method of teaching them to use language to express 

their own specific intimate thoughts, feelings and ideas, and provides them with a tool to do 

this. Your attitudes towards it will influence the way your child responds to its use and their 

desire to use it.  

 

• ‘See the child, see their PODD.’  Form a habit of taking your child’s book everywhere they go, 

regardless of whether or not it is likely to be used. 

 

• Wherever possible, have your child’s PODD within their reach or view, to teach them that it is 

a tool that is always available to them, wherever they are.  

 

• Take this time to come up with a practical way of transporting your PODD, so it can be easily 

remembered and taken wherever your child goes. This may involve finding or attaching a 

strap. 

 

• Your child is likely to be influenced by any frustrations or negative feelings you have towards 

their communication system, and this may hinder their learning of it. Try to only talk about 

these when your child is not present. Remember, learning to use a new communication 

system is a tricky process for both you and your child. It takes time and patience. Look for 

support from those around you – please feel free to raise any concerns you may have, 

however big or small.  

 

 

Von Tetzchner, S. & Grove, N. (2003) Augmentative and Alternative Communication Developmental Issues, London: 

Whurr. 

 



 

Using Chat Words throughout Your Day 

This week’s PODD communication focus... 

Core vocabulary makes up more than 80% of the words we use in every day conversation, in any language, 

no matter what age we are. It is only a small set of words and is used across contexts. (Balandin & Iacono, 

1999; Banajee et al, 2003; Stuart & Beukelman, 1997). 

 

♦ One of the places core vocabulary can be found in PODD is in the ‘Chat Words’ section. This is usually 

found on pages 1a and 1b of a PODD book or under the Chat Words button on a device. Words such 

as I do, you, more, finish, help, stop can all be used across the day in many different contexts, to 

express a variety of communication purposes. You can: 

o Request recurrence – ‘I want more’ 

o Request cessation – ‘finish!’ ‘Let’s stop now’ 

o Ask a question – ‘Can I do it?’ 

o Assert independence – ‘I can do it!’ 

o Comment – ‘You’re having more’ 

o Request assistance ‘I need some help’   ….and much more! 

 

• The Chat Words section of PODD also serves another very important function. It allows for quick 

communication exchanges for the purposes of maintaining and taking your turn in the conversation, 

and being an active participant. Many social exchanges can be made using Chat Words, and you will 

usually find phrases such as ‘I love you’, ‘’Go away’, ‘Uh oh’, and ‘I don’t know’ here.  

 

Social communication is more than 50% of our conversation, with ‘social closeness’ being ranked as the 

primary reason for communication between adults (Light , 1998, in Farrall & Clendon, 2011). 

 

• This week, take time to get familiar with Chat Words. Set yourself a goal to use these words for as many 

different reasons as you can across the day.  

While getting ready in the morning – ‘Hurry up!’, ‘Let me help.’, ‘You do it’ 

While eating – ‘I think you want more’, ‘you’ve finished’, ‘Do you want help?’, ‘Uh oh! It’s finished!’  

Whenever, wherever – ‘I love you!’ 

When you aren’t sure what to do, or what someone means – ‘I don’t know’ 

When you are helping your child – ‘I’ll help’ 

When you are playing together – ‘me/My turn/I do it’, ‘you/your turn/you do it’ 

When you’re sharing a book together, comment on what is happening in the pictures – ‘Uh oh! 

Look!’,     ‘Uh oh, I think he needs help.’ 

 

• Many people ask why ‘I don’t know’ is easily accessible on the ‘Chat Words’ page. Actively teaching 

your child to indicate ‘I don’t know’ helps others to see them as active communicator, especially when 

less familiar communication partners might expect them just to answer ‘yes’ or ‘no’. The alternative 

would be not to answer or not to say anything at all, which could lower the expectations of less familiar 

communication partners. So remember, model the use of ‘I don’t know’ frequently whenever you can! 
 

Balandin, S., Iacono, T. (1999). Adult Vocabulary Usage, English, Sydney, Australia, AAC, Vol. 14. 

Banajee, M., Dicarlo, C., & Stricklin, S. B. (2003). Core Vocabulary Determination for toddlers. Augmentative and Alternative Communication 

(AAC), 19, 67-73. 

Farrall, J. &Clendon, S. (2011). Wanna Hear Some Gossip? Building Social Communication for ALL Students. Workshop: Special Education Principal's 

Association of New Zealand (SEPANZ) conference. 

Stuart, S. & Beukelman, D. (1997). Most Frequently Occurring Words of Older Adults. AAC, Vol. 13. 
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This week’s PODD communication focus... 

Providing clear, consistent partner-assisted auditory-visual scanning 

access  
What is partner-assisted auditory-visual scanning?  

Communication partners provide scanning access by pointing to and speaking the names of items to allow 

access to the communication book. The child responds by indicating yes and/or no to each scan to select 

their desired message. 

 

Partner-assisted scanning is used for a range of reasons: 

- When a child has not yet developed the fine motor control to directly point to symbols: the child can 

rely on their understanding of the spoken labels or visually recognise the symbols 

  

- When introducing a new PODD communication book with children who have sufficient understanding 

of spoken language: By reading aloud the labels on the symbols, a child can communicate using their 

PODD communication book before they have learnt what the symbols mean. By pointing to and 

showing the symbols as you read the labels, you assist your child to learn their meanings and the 

vocabulary organisation of the book. This applies both to children who are learning to use partner-

assisted scanning as their primary access method, as well as children who are learning to directly point 

to their symbols.  

 

- When a child has cortical vision impairment: by using both auditory AND visual scanning (rather than 

relying solely on auditory), you provide visual stimulation towards the development of the child’s visual 

skills. 

 

- When a child has sensory processing challenges: some children are stimulated by turning or fiddling 

with the pages of the communication book and can become distracted from communicating their 

message. Using partner-assisted scanning with the book held at a distance from the child enables 

them to focus on their message, rather than be overwhelmed by their sensory needs. “Repeated 

experiences successfully communicating assists most children to learn to inhibit their desire to turn 

pages as they begin to focus on communicating their message.” (Porter, 2007, p. 12) 

 

When providing partner-assisted scanning, you need to provide a distinction between your conversational 

speech and your speech for scanning. This means you need to “state the label for each item, or group of 

items, without changing the wording or using the intonation or expression of social speech” (Porter, 2007, p. 

95). Do not lead your child to what you think they want to say by emphasising certain labels, and don’t turn 

each label into a question by raising your intonation at the end of the word.  

 

The order of the scan is very important. The symbols in PODD communication books are arranged into 

columns, which facilitates the visual scanning of the group of words to locate the specific word. “Visually 

scanning a column uses vertical (up/down) eye movements. Visually scanning across a row requires both 

horizontal (left/right) eye and head movements.” (Porter, 2007, p. 44) Think about writing shopping lists, lists of 

names, jobs to do, etc – any task that requires you to find a specific word within a group of words. Left-right 

presentation, on the other hand, is generally used for reading a connected text. Similarly, sentences are built 

from left to right across the page in PODD communication books.  
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Continued… 

 

• The scan order/pattern can be: 

- Linear: The partner scans each item one at a time, starting from the top left  

square, down the left column, then down each column in a left to right order.  

 

- Column/item (also known as column-row scanning): The partner scans each 

column, starting with the left hand column and then each column across the  

page. Once the child has indicated “YES” to a column, the partner scans  

each item in that column from top to bottom.  

 

• Unless your child has clearly indicated a section or column on the page of their  

communication book, ALWAYS start with the far left column. This ensures  

consistency between communication partners, allowing your child to become  

familiar with the order of the scan and therefore provide quicker, more automatic responses.  

 

 
 

Porter, G. (2007). Pragmatic Organisation Dynamic Display Communication Books: Introductory Workshop. Melb: Cerebral Palsy 

Education Centre. 

 

 

This week’s PODD communication focus... 

Providing clear, consistent partner-assisted auditory-visual scanning 

access  
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This week’s PODD communication focus... 

                   Commenting and expressing opinions:  

             ‘I like this’, ‘I don’t like this’ and ‘I think it’s…’ 
“A child who uses speech will independently select the words she wishes to use from the vast array of words 

she hears/sees used everyday. 

A child who uses AAC will independently select the words she wishes to use from the vocabulary other 

people have chosen to model and, for aided symbols, made available for her to use.” (Porter & Kirkland, 

1995, p.93-94) 

 

• Just as children learning to speak must be immersed in a language rich environment, children learning 

to use augmentative forms of communication must see constant models of their systems being used by 

those around them across the day, in all contexts. Modelling aided language is one of the key 

strategies that you must adopt to enable your child to become a competent communicator with any 

AAC system, including their PODD. 

 

• Your child’s PODD allows them to comment, give their opinion and express their emotions. One of the 

ways they can do this is by learning to use the ‘I like this’ and ‘I don’t like this’ OR ‘I think it’s’ branch 

starters (depending on which of these have been included in your child’s PODD).  

 

“Language acquisition is driven by the desire to communicate – aided language needs to be used for 

genuine communicative purposes” (Porter, 2007, p.66) 

 

• You can model ‘I like this’, ‘I don’t like this’ and ‘I think it’s’ in such a variety of contexts. You can 

comment on something your child or another family member has done, a toy they are playing with, 

food you are eating, something that has happened or is going to happen, something you see at the 

park, something you see on TV…   

 

• Try to think of situations when you could say the following and really focus on using these opportunities, 

as well as others, throughout the week: 

“I like this – it’s clever”, or “I think it’s clever” 

“I like this – it’s funny”, or “I think it’s funny” 

“I like this – (turn the page) – it’s beautiful”, or “I think it’s – (like words) beautiful” 

“I don’t like this – it’s noisy”, or “I think it’s (turn the page) noisy” 

“I don’t like this – it’s cheeky”, or “I think it’s (turn the page) cheeky” 

 

• If your child has a PODD book with ‘categories’, you can even try expanding your message, eg. ‘I think 

it’s fun – go to categories – activities – iPad’. Then restate message, “I think it’s fun playing this iPad 

music app” 

 

• Remember to add other opinion words to the lists or blank cells if words you want to model aren’t in 

your child’s PODD. 

 
Porter, G. (2007). Pragmatic Organisation Dynamic Display Communication Books: Introductory Workshop. Melb: Cerebral Palsy Education Centre. 

Porter, G. & Kirkland, J. (1995). Integrating Augmentative and Alternative Communication into Group Programs: Utilising the Principles of Conductive 

Education. Melb: Spastic Society of Victoria. 
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This week’s PODD communication focus... 

“Children who have complex challenges (physical, sensory, cognitive and/or language), generally require 

additional time to initiate communication. The time required to organise their body and move, process the input 

and generate a message can result in children missing the opportunity to initiate a turn in fast moving 

conversations…Children may need to be taught a method to initiate communication and partners taught to 

provide time, observe for, and respond to these initiations.” (Porter, 2007, p. 65) 

 

• In order for your child to learn a clear method for initiating communication, they need to be exposed to this 

through modelling, in much the same way as you model the language in their PODD.  

 

• You can model initiating communication and your need for the PODD by choosing a method that your child can 

learn. This may be:  

o Waving your arm (preferably looking at your wristband that says “I’ve got something to say”) and 

vocalising or saying “Hey, I’ve got something to say.” 

o Looking at your wristband that says ‘I’ve got something to say’ and looking back at your child, verbally 

referencing what you are doing by saying “I’m looking at my wristband and I’m looking back at you. I’ve 

got something to say.” 

o Pressing a voice output switch that says “Hey, I’ve got something to say” 

o Looking at the PODD communication book and looking back at your child, verbally referencing this by 

saying, “I’m looking at your book and I’m looking back at you. I’ve got something to say.” 

o Reaching for or tapping the PODD. 

 

• There may be times when one method is more appropriate or efficient than others so you may need to model a 

variety of ways to initiate communication. 

 

This week, focus on using a consistent method of initiating communication every time you model using your 

child’s PODD. Now that you are confident with commenting and giving opinions through ‘I like this/I don’t like 

this/I think it’s’, try adding, “I’m waving my arm/wristband. I’m calling out – Hey, I’ve got something to say”, 

prior to modelling your message. 

 

“A child’s opportunities to communicate may be further limited by…limited expectations that the child can, or will, 

communicate.” (Porter, 2007, p. 65) 

 

• Remember to be sensitive to your child’s very subtle initiations of communication. For some children, this may be 

stilling, looking, vocalising, or particular body movements. By responding to your child and presenting their PODD 

when they show even the slightest indication that they may have something to say, you are teaching them that 

they can initiate communication and that people around them expect them to communicate and will respond 

to them. 

 

• For example, you may say “You’re looking at me, do you have something to say?”, or “You’re waving your arm, 

do you have something to say?” and offer your child their PODD. If your child does not respond or indicates ‘no’, 

this is ok too – you can acknowledge it by saying, “No, you don’t have anything to say”, and you have still 

provided yet another learning opportunity for them.  

 
Porter, G. (2007). Pragmatic Organisation Dynamic Display Communication Books. Melb: Cerebral Palsy Education Centre. 

 

     Initiating Communication: “Hey, I’ve got something to say” 
 



 

          Expressing emotion or need for assistance:  

                              ‘Something’s wrong…’ 

This week’s PODD communication focus... 

“All children require the creation of an aided language learning environment with interactive use of a child’s 

AAC system by others in their daily environments. The aim is to create a language learning environment with 

more balance in the modes of communication used for receptive input and those the child is learning to 

expressively use.”(Porter, 2007, p. 5) 

 

• Your child’s PODD is a key component of their ‘aided language learning environment’ –it is a way of ensuring 

that they have enough vocabulary to communicate for a whole variety of purposes in all situations they 

encounter. In order for your child to learn to use this mode of communication expressively, we must all use it 

in their daily environment for genuine communicative purposes. Included in these purposes are expressing 

emotions and/or a need for help. One of the ways to communicate these types of messages using PODD is 

to use the ‘something’s wrong’ branch starter.  

 

• It is imperative that your child learns to tell people when something is wrong. Whilst you may be an expert in 

knowing what your child needs and what might be upsetting them, your child encounters others who don’t 

have this same intuitive knowledge. By allowing your child the opportunities to tell you what is wrong using 

their PODD communication book, you are empowering them and teaching them to do the same with other 

people in their environments, promoting a problem-solving, active personality. 

 

• The more you model the use of ‘something’s wrong’ in genuine situations, the more chance your child has to 

learn the types of vocabulary they can use to convey this themselves.   You can model ‘something’s wrong’ 

in a variety of contexts across the day. For example, you may feel tired after a busy day and model 

‘something’s wrong – tired’, either to your child or to another family member. You  may also model this when 

you notice that your child is tired. You could model ‘something’s wrong – frustrated’ when you see your child 

is having difficulties. Before getting yourself a drink, you could model ‘something’s wrong – thirsty’.  

 

• Try to think of situations when you could say the following and really focus on using these opportunities, as 

well as others, throughout the week: 

“Something’s wrong – hurt, sore, pain” “Something’s wrong – tired” 

“Something’s wrong – hungry”  “Something’s wrong – grumpy” 

“Something’s wrong – hot”  “Something’s wrong – I don’t know what’s wrong” 

       Remember to restate your message in full after your model, eg. “’Something’s wrong – tired’, I’m so tired”, “I 

can see you’re having trouble with that, it looks like you are saying ‘Something’s wrong – frustrated’ I’m 

frustrated, Mum’ 

 

• You can even try expanding your message to model what might help solve your problem, eg. “something’s 

wrong – tired – go back to page 1/main page – (if using a PODD book then ‘more to say’) – I want – rest”, or 

“something’s wrong – hungry – go back to page 1/main page – (if using a PODD book then ‘more to say’) – I 

want – something to eat or drink – food”.  

 

• Remember to add other ‘something’s wrong’ words to the blank cells and lists if words you want to model 

aren’t in your child’s PODD, or if common problems for them aren’t there. 
 

Porter, G. (2007). Pragmatic Organisation Dynamic Display Communication Books: Introductory Workshop. Melb: Cerebral Palsy Education Centre. 
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One of the essential parts of modelling is to model from the perspective of the AAC user. For children, 

we need to model 'kid talk' (Porter, 2007). Rather than using language to direct children through their 

routines and activities like we may be accustomed to doing (‘It’s time to..”), we can model the 'I want' 

branch starter in PODD.  

 

'I want' allows you to talk about activities like eating, resting, playing with toys, playing outside, music, 

computer, TV, and whatever other activities you choose to add to this section of PODD. 

 

If you've been using the 'Something's wrong' branch starter, a natural way to build on that is to model 'I 

want' as a way of suggesting a solution to whatever is wrong. For example,  

♦ Somethings wrong - tired, could follow on with (back to page 1/main page) 'I want - rest' 

♦ Something 's wrong - hungry, might lead to (back to page 1/main page) 'I want - something to 

eat or drink - food' 

♦ When 'something's wrong - sad' you might suggest, (back to page 1/main page) 'I want - cuddle'  

 

 

Keep in mind that 'I want' is quite different to the 'do something' branch starter. 'I want' is used to talk 

about 'activities' and routines whilst 'do something' will allow you to use specific actions or movement 

words (verbs) to talk about what someone is doing, eg. like, give, think, crawl, jump.  

 

 

♦ This week, look for opportunities in your child's day where you could rephrase your language and 

model 'I want'.  

Maybe when you read your child a book, you tend to say 'It's time for a bedtime story' or 'do you 

want me to read you a book?' - Try turning this into a model of a request that your child can 

learn to make, 'I want - book, story – book'. 

Maybe you ask your child ‘What would you like to eat?’ – Try modelling something that you 

would like to eat instead, ‘I want – something to eat or drink – food – cheese’. 

 

♦ Another way to model ‘I want’ is to observe your child’s informal communication modes and 

make suggestions about what they might be wanting to say. For example, 

o I think you’re thirsty, maybe you’re saying ‘I want – something to eat or drink – drink’ 

o Oh you’re staring over at the toys, I think you’re saying ‘I want – play – toys’ 

   

In these examples, you are not telling your child that is what they need to say, you are merely 

suggesting something they could say if they wanted to. It is an opportunity to model the 

language they might need in that situation - no pressure is then placed on the child to use that 

language and it would be completely pragmatically appropriate for them to accept or reject 

your suggestion with a ‘yes’ or ‘no’. 

 

 
 

Porter, G. (2007). Pragmatic Organisation Dynamic Display Communication Books: Introductory Workshop. Melb: Cerebral Palsy Education Centre. 
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This week’s PODD communication focus... 

Making Requests: “I want …” 
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This week’s PODD communication focus... 
 

     Asking questions: What? Why? When?... 
 

• The Pragmatic Organisation Dynamic Display (PODD) communication books and pagesets allow children to 

communicate for many different reasons – to request objects, to protest, give information, comment, and 

even to ask questions.  

 

• Asking questions is an important aspect to developing an active, problem-solving personality and to 

engaging in life-long learning opportunities, so it is essential that children receive frequent models of how to 

do this using their communication book. 

 

• To ask questions using most PODDs, it is necessary to use the 'I'm asking a question' branch starter. In some of 

the PODDs with more vocabulary items on each page, the question words are repeated throughout the 

book as 'predictably associated vocabulary'. 

 

• In most PODDs, once you find the question word you require, eg. What, Who, When; you then need to 'go to 

categories' to make your question more specific. Some question types will take you directly to another page, 

eg. 'Where is person?' would take you straight to page 9 – people pages.  

 

• You can model ‘I’m asking a question’ on many occasions in your daily life: 

After school, asking your child what they did during the day. 

“I’m asking a question – What – go to categories – actions – do, did, does – What did you do?” 

Asking another family member where they are going 

“I’m asking a question – Where – go to categories – places – go, went – Where are you going?” 

Asking another family member when they will be home 

“I’m asking a question – When – go to categories – places – home – When will you be home?” 

Asking your child or another family member how they are 

“I’m asking a question – How – go back to page 1 – chat words – you, your yours – How are you?” 

Asking your child about their opinion 

“I’m asking a question – turn the page – What do you think?” 

After school, asking your child who was at school 

“I’m asking a question – Who – go to categories – school – Who was at school?” 

 

• There are also many opportunities to ask questions that require a yes or no answer. For example – Are you 

thirsty?; Do you want to go home?; Would you like to listen to a story?; In most PODD books, these are asked 

using the “I'm asking a question – you need to tell me yes or no” branch.  

 

• This question type takes you directly to categories to ask your specific question by going to the relevant 

category, eg. 

• “I'm asking a question – you need to tell me yes or no – go to categories – activities – something to eat or 

drink – drink, thirsty – Are you thirsty?” 

 

• Focus this week on asking a variety of questions using your child's PODD communication book. Try to include 

other family members when modelling by asking them questions in front of you child. Try to model asking 

questions that your child might also want or need to ask. 

 

Porter, G. (2007). Pragmatic Organisation Dynamic Display Communication Books: Introductory Workshop. Melb: Cerebral Palsy Education Centre. 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This week’s PODD communication focus... 

Verbs, or action words, are an essential component of developing language. Verbs allow us to combine 

words into sentences. They also carry much of the meaning in a sentence.  

 

• Some verbs in PODD can be found as ‘predictably associated vocabulary’ throughout its different 

sections. For example, in the opinions section (‘I like this’ or ‘I think it’s’), you might see the word ‘think’. 

This allows some verbs to be more efficiently accessed to combine with other words in that section. 

 

• The main section of verbs can be found by following the ‘do something’ branch starter in the one page 

opening PODDs and PODD 15/15+ pagesets. You should follow this branch starter whenever you want to 

request or suggest an action. For example; 

 
o When you are about to help your child walk to the bathroom, after talking about where you are going, 

you might then say ‘do something – movements – walk; Let’s walk there’ 

o When you are talking about going to the shop, you might then say, ‘do something – buy; Let’s buy some 

chocolate at the shop’ 

o When you notice your child is tired, you might say ‘do something – movements – lie (on back/tummy); I 

think you should lie down and rest’ 

o When packing away some toys, you might suggest, ‘do something – put; let’s put these back in the box’ 

o When helping your child with their physio exercises, you might say, ‘do something – movements – stretch; 

let’s stretch out your arms’ 

o When clearing the table after a meal, you might say, ‘do something – put; I’m going to put these dishes in 

the sink’ 

o Before getting your child their drink, you might say, ‘do something – get; I’m going to get your drink now’.  

 

• You may notice that many of the early verbs in the ‘do something’ section are also considered ‘core 

vocabulary’. Core vocabulary makes up more than 80% of the words we use in every day conversation, 

in any language, no matter what age we are. It is only a small set of words and is used across contexts. 

(Balandin & Iacono, 1999; Banajee et al, 2003; Stuart & Beukelman, 1997) 

 

• The ‘do something’ section can also be accessed by going to ‘actions’ from the categories page (page 

7a in one page opening PODDs). This is helpful when you want to combine words in your message, by 

adding an action word. For example; 

‘I’m asking a question – What – go to categories – actions – do; What did you do?’  

‘I’m asking a question – Where – go to categories – actions – go; Where are you going?’  

‘I like this – fantastic – go to categories – actions – movements – walk; That was a fantastic effort walking 

to the table.’ 

  

‘Requesting actions’ is a communication function that will give your child the power to tell others how they 

wish to be assisted in their daily lives. Use this week to get familiar with this section by modelling some of 

these powerful words! 
 

Balandin, S., Iacono, T. (1999). Adult Vocabulary Usage, English, Sydney, Australia, Augmentative and Alternative Communication, 14. 

Banajee, M., Dicarlo, C., & Stricklin, S. B. (2003). Core Vocabulary Determination for toddlers. Augmentative and Alternative Communication, 19, 67-73. 

Porter, G. (2007). Pragmatic Organisation Dynamic Display Communication Books: Introductory Workshop. Melb: Cerebral Palsy Education Centre. 

Stuart, S. & Beukelman, D. (1997). Most Frequently Occurring Words of Older Adults. Augmentative and Alternative Communication, 13. 
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Requesting actions: ‘Do something’ 



 

 

This week’s PODD communication focus... 
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                                     Using Categories 
 

• PODD communication systems have been designed to allow the child to control the movement between 

pages (navigation) using the ‘go to page (number)’ instructions and operational commands such as ‘go to 

categories’. This enables them to have communicative autonomy, meaning that they are in control of what 

they want to say, when they want to say it. Initially, communication partners assist children to navigate through 

their book as they learn the location of specific vocabulary and how to use these ‘operational’ functions. 

 

• The main navigation index consists of ‘pragmatic branch starters’ (eg. I’m asking a question, I’m telling you 

something, I want) and ‘category/section names’ (eg. people, activities, descriptions). 

 

• Pragmatic branch starters are a compensatory tool that allow the communication intent to be established for 

1-2 word messages. In speech, the intent would usually be clear through the intonation, gesture and other 

environmental supports. However, using AAC, if a child used the categories index alone to say, for example, 

‘shop’, it would be unclear exactly what their intent was. Using pragmatic branches, the intent becomes 

more obvious – ‘Let’s go – shop’ OR ‘Let’s pretend – places – shop’ OR ‘I’m telling you something – it’s already 

happened – places – shop’. 

 

“There is no equivalent to intonation inherent in the use of aided symbols. Children who use aided symbols may 

have limited physical ability to use the facial expressions and actions typically used to support the interpretation 

of 1-2 word sentences. The partner has to interpret the meaning of 1-2 aided symbol sentences from the context 

and their knowledge of the child. As a child’s communication skills increase to sentences of 3 or more words, 

reliance on the use of pragmatic branch starters decreases.”  

(Porter, 2007, p. 19) 

 

Given the above information, it is important when modelling communication to always look for a suitable 

pragmatic branch starter to convey your message intent, before using the categories index. For example, 

o  ‘I’m asking a question – What – go to categories – actions – like, do. What would you like to do?;  

o ‘I’m telling you something – It’s time to – house and garden – go bedroom – bed. It’s time to go to 

bed. 

 

The categories in PODD may be based on parts of speech (e.g. action words, description words, little words), 

semantic associations (food/drink; clothes; activities), or pragmatic function (opinions, something’s wrong). Using 

categories allows sentences with multiple words and more specific meanings to be constructed. For example, 

 

o ‘I like this – clever – go to categories – actions – movements – kicking’   

o ‘I’m telling you something – it’s going to happen – places – go (turn the page) zoo – go to 

categories – (turn the page) days and times – tomorrow’ 

o ‘I’m telling you something – it’s about now – animals – wild/zoo animals – monkey – go to categories 

– actions – movements – climbing’ 

 

 When providing partner assisted scanning for your child, remember to scan the navigational column (go back to 

page …, oops, go to categories), as this gives them the opportunity to independently build longer, more specific 

sentences. If your child seems stuck or their message is still unclear, you can then suggest to ‘go to categories’. 

 

“…experience using the PODD communication books has demonstrated that children less than two years, and 

older children with significant cognitive challenges, have learned to access vocabulary via a category index, 

despite an inability to successfully complete other categorisation tasks. It is hypothesised that frequent 

experiences seeing categories used by others to communicate messages (aided language stimulation) allowed 

these children to learn to use categories as part of the language structure (semantics/syntax) they use to 

communicate, prior to the development of categorization as a cognitive task.” 

(Porter, 2007, p. 27)   

 

Porter, G. (2007). Pragmatic Organisation Dynamic Display Communication Books: Introductory Workshop. Melb: Cerebral Palsy Education Centre. 



 

 

Verbal Referencing 
 

“adults, rather than just presenting what needs to be learned, support children’s own active striving to 

communicate. They do this by participating in activities with joint engagement, attributing communicative meaning 

to the children’s actions (overinterpretation), guiding children in expressing themselves and negotiating meaning 

(Schaffer, 1989; Tomasello, 1999; Wood et al 1976).” 

von Tetzchner & Grove, 2003, p. 23 

 

• In order to guide and support your child with their communication, there are a range of ‘scaffolding’ 

strategies that you can learn to use. Verbal referencing is a scaffolding technique used to support your 

child’s problem solving and their learning of movements to communicate. 

 

• You can verbally reference what you observe your child doing and how you will respond to this. For 

example, 

 

o You’re turning your head to the side, you’re saying ‘no’ 

o You’re looking at ‘help’ and you’re looking back at me, do you want me to help? 

o You’re pointing to ‘house and garden’, I’ll turn to that page. 

 

• This type of verbal referencing particularly assists children who do not receive clear sensory feedback about 

where their body is in space, or have difficulty controlling the movements of their body. You are giving them 

clear feedback about what you have seen their body do. It is an essential tool for developing your child’s 

consistency and clarity in indicating ‘yes’ and ‘no’. 

 

• Verbal referencing can also be used to outline the process for the child to communicate a message. For 

example, 

- assisting a child to attract their communication partner’s attention and initiate communication –  

“I look at (partner), I use my voice, I wave my arm / I look at my wristband” 

- assisting a child to use eye-gaze to access their PODD communication book  

“I look around (at symbols), When I’m ready, I look at (partner), Now I look at the one I want”.  

- assisting a child to use direct access (pointing) to access their PODD communication book 

“I look at symbols. I point to the one I want.” 

 

• This type of verbal referencing may help the child internalise these intentions as self-talk to help them to 

independently carry out the movements required to successfully communicate their message. [Note: For 

some children, particularly those affected by apraxia, you may need to limit any verbal referencing when 

they are preparing and attempting to carry out a movement themselves.]  

 

• Verbal referencing can also be used by the communication partner when they are modeling 

communication using the PODD communication book. As the person modeling communication, you can 

state what you are doing to operate the PODD book and why. For example, 

- As you look for a symbol on a page, you can say “I’m looking, I’m looking” as you systematically move 

your finger top to bottom down each column of symbols on the page, then if the word isn’t there, “oh, 

the word’s not on this page, I’d better turn the page”, as you point to ‘turn the page’. 

- You can verbally reference your own use of ‘yes’ and ‘no’ as you model your child’s access method. 

You do this by first providing partner assisted scanning as you usually would, “people, actions, 

descriptions”, and then you verbally reference your own response “I’m nodding my head, I’m saying 

‘yes’.   

  

Make it your personal goal this week to use some verbal referencing as you model the use of your child’s PODD, or 

as you help them to use their PODD to communicate.   

 
Porter, G. (2007). Pragmatic Organisation Dynamic Display Communication Books: Introductory Workshop. Melb: Cerebral Palsy Education Centre. 

Von Tetzchner, S. & Grove, N. (2003) Augmentative and Alternative Communication Developmental Issues, London: Whurr. 
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This week’s PODD communication focus... 
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           Commenting: Using Descriptions 
 

This week’s PODD communication focus... 

“Modelling teaches the child more than just “this pictograph means this”. Modelling for genuine 

communicative purposes in the child’s natural environments also teaches children concepts that are 

important for the pragmatic use of their system such as, “Oh I can say that using….”; “This is the type of 

context I can say it in”; “That’s how I go about taking up my turn to say that in this situation.” Other people 

using the child’s AAC system can also assist a child to develop a positive self esteem as they experience that 

this way of communicating is valued and responded to by others.” (Porter, 2007, p. 76) 

 

• Modelling the use of your child’s communication method to communicate for genuine communicative 

purposes every day is the key to helping them become a competent communicator.  

 

• One of the communicative purposes that can often be neglected when modelling language is 

commenting, particularly about the properties of objects, people, and places in the environment. People 

often think about providing choices for activities, and helping their child to express their preferences, but 

forget how often we make comments in our day-to-day conversations. Further still, commenting and using 

descriptive language is one of the tools your child must adopt to demonstrate their knowledge 

throughout their education.  

 

• The category in PODD called ‘descriptions’ will allow you to comment on so many things in your child’s 

environment – colours, shapes, size, feels, tastes, numbers and number-related concepts, and the 

weather.  

 

• Verbally commenting on these features of objects, people and places is something that often happens 

naturally when adults speak to children as a means of helping them develop a greater vocabulary. What 

we need to focus on is using these opportunities to model this language using the descriptions category in 

the PODD.  

For example,  

 

- if you wanted to comment on the colour of a toy, you could say: ‘I’m telling you something, it’s about 

now, descriptions, colour, red’ 

- if you wanted to comment about the size of an animal, you could say: ‘I’m telling you something, it’s 

about now, descriptions, size, tiny’ 

- if you wanted to comment about the feel of the carpet, you could say: ‘I’m telling you something, it’s 

about now, descriptions, feels, rough’ 

 

• You can also add the names of objects to these comments, by using the ‘go to categories’ function. For 

example, ‘tiny’ – go to categories, animals, turn the page, bugs/insects, ‘worm’, OR ‘red’ – go to 

categories, activities, outside activities, ‘ball’. 

 

• Keep in mind that “children do not always have to be intently watching or attending all the time to make 

modelling worthwhile. Peripheral views of modelling, whilst less effective to learn the meaning of each 

symbol, still provide the child with useful experiences of how their AAC systems can be used to effectively 

interact with others.” (Porter, 2007, p. 77) 

 

• When modelling these types of messages that can have longer navigational pathways, ensure that you 

regularly recap the message as you go. You can do this as you are turning the pages by simply repeating 

what you have said so far: “So I’m telling you something about now….” 
  
Porter, G. (2007). Pragmatic Organisation Dynamic Display Communication Books: Introductory Workshop. Melb: Cerebral Palsy Education Centre. 
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       “I have an idea...” 

This week’s PODD communication focus... 

• Being a competent communicator means your child must learn to communicate for ALL the purposes they 

wish to – so not only do we want to teach your child to comment and ask questions, we want to teach them 

that they can also be proactive individuals, coming up with new ideas and making suggestions to those 

around them. Your child’s PODD allows them to make suggestions using the 'I have an idea' branch starter. 

 

“A child who uses speech will independently select the words she wishes to use from the vast array of words she 

hears/sees used everyday. A child who uses AAC will independently select the words she wishes to use from the 

vocabulary other people have chosen to model and, for aided symbols, made available for her to use.” (Porter & 

Kirkland, 1995, p.93-94) 

 

• In order for your child to begin saying 'I have an idea', they must first learn that they CAN have ideas and 

then HOW they can express these ideas using language. Your child will require frequent models of others 

saying 'I have an idea' and sharing different ideas with others around them. 

 

• Ideas can be about absolutely anything! The 'I have an idea' branch starter would usually lead you to the 

categories pages in your child's PODD book. From here you can go to whichever categories you need to 

express your idea – there is no right or wrong! 

 

• The way to access the 'I have an idea' branch starter varies somewhat between different types of PODD 

books. You should be able to access it in one of the following ways: 

- I have an idea (go to categories) 

- I'm telling you something – I have an idea (go to categories) 

- More to say – I have an idea (go to categories) 

- More to say – I'm telling you something – I have an idea (go to categories) 

  

• Here are some examples to get you started: 

“I have an idea – places – go – shops” 

“I have an idea – places – go – outside – play” 

“I have an idea – activities – book, story – read” 

“I have an idea – activities – rest”  

“I have an idea – house and garden – go – bedroom – bed” 

“I have an idea – places – visit – grandma – go to categories – days and times – tomorrow” 

“I have an idea – actions – buy – go to categories – descriptions – new – go to categories – clothes – 

shoes” (in some PODD books, you may not need to go to categories each time as the words 'buy' and 

'new' might also be in the clothes categories so you can go straight there).    

 

• Remember to share ideas with other family members using the PODD book as well. This is a great way for 

other family members to become familiar with how to use the PODD as well as for your child to see it used 

with others. 

 
Porter, G. (2007). Pragmatic Organisation Dynamic Display Communication Books: Introductory Workshop. Melb: Cerebral Palsy Education Centre. 

Porter, G. & Kirkland, J. (1995). Integrating Augmentative and Alternative Communication into Group Programs: Utilising the Principles of  Conductive 

Education. Melb: Spastic Society of Victoria. 
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This week’s PODD communication focus... 

        I want to show you something... 
 

• “Communication is the essence of human life” (Light, 1997, p. 61). Whilst being an effective communicator is 

important to all of us, it is even more imperative for people with physical challenges. Communication for a person 

with physical limitations is the key to autonomy in all other aspects of their life. Giving information and directing 

others as intelligibly and specifically as possible allows a person to choose when and how they would like to be 

assisted. 

 

• One of the many branches used in PODD to allow children to start learning to give information and direct others is 'I 

want to show you something'. Coupled with the categories that allow the user  to indicate places that the 

'something' might be, this branch allows your child to tell someone about an item they would like to show and direct 

them about where to find it.   

 

In most PODD books, the 'I want to show you something' branch starter is located either on the main 

'branches' page (usually page 1 or 2) or on the 'I'm telling you something' page. It will then take you to the 

'show something' page, where there is vocabulary related to indicating what the item might be or where it 

might be located.  

 

Some of the more complex PODD books only have the 'I want to show you something' branch on page 1 

and then it is up to the user to indicate the category they need and use vocabulary within that category to 

indicate what the item is or where it might be.  

 

• This week, try to model the use of 'I want to show you something' for your child. Try to use this branch in conjunction 

with the 'house and garden' category to indicate different places in your house where there might be items you or 

your child might want to 'show'. Here are some ideas: 

 

“I want to show you something – It's in – bag – somewhere in the house – my bedroom – (on the) bookshelf” (eg. A 

book) 

 

“I want to show you something – It's in – somewhere else – somewhere in the house – my bedroom – wardrobe” (eg. 

a new outfit) 

 

“I want to show you something – It's – somewhere else – somewhere in the house – kitchen – fridge”  (eg. A snack) 

 

“I want to show you something – It's – go to categories – house and garden – outside – garden/flower” (eg. A flower 

or something new you may have planted) 

 

“I want to show you something – It's – somewhere else – somewhere in the house – in the cupboard” (you may need 

to go to a list to add 'cupboard' if it's not in your child's PODD book).  

 

• With each of these items, you can also go to categories and use the appropriate vocabulary to label the actual 

item or use 'descriptions' to describe the item. 

 

• Try using the PODD book to tell others in your family about things that you might want to show them. 

 
Light, J. (1997). “Communication is the essence of human life”: Reflections on communicative competence. Augmentative and Alternative Communication, 13, 61-

70. 

Porter, G. (2007). Pragmatic Organisation Dynamic Display Communication Books: Introductory Workshop. Melb: Cerebral Palsy Education Centre. 

 



 

Requesting actions: ‘Let’s go…’ 

 

This week’s PODD communication focus... 

One of the most powerful modelling strategies you can use is to map language onto your child’s actions or 

perceived intent. Of course, this is not to say that we can ever truly predict what someone is going to say – 

but sometimes your child’s body language, eye gaze and gestures give a very clear communicative 

message – one such example is when your child wants to go somewhere! A tug of your arm or leg, staring 

longingly at the door or out of the window, or simply grabbing your keys and heading for the door, these are 

all times when you can model, “Let’s go…” in their PODD communication book. Many children I know get 

really excited about going out, so this is also a very engaging interaction in which you can model their PODD 

language.  

 

• The ‘Let’s go’ branch starter in PODD leads to the ‘places’ category. By getting there via this branch 

starter rather than through a category index, it also makes it clear that the AAC user is requesting this 

action, rather than, for example, talking about something that has already happened.  

 

• Given that we rarely stay in one place all day, ‘Let’s go’ is an excellent pathway to begin using to start to 

embed a little bit of modelling all day every day, and develop your fluency with PODD. Have a go at 

these: 

 
o When you think your child wants to play outside, ‘Let’s go – outside – garden’  

o When you are about to help your child go to the bathroom for their bath, you could say, ‘Let’s go – 

somewhere in the house – bathroom – bath’  

o Before a quick trip to the supermarket for some groceries, ‘Let’s go – shops – supermarket’   

o When it’s time for bed, ‘Let’s go – somewhere in the house – bedroom – bed’  

o When you are about to take your child to a hospital appointment, ‘Let’s go – (turn page) – hospital’ 

o When you are planning to help your child move from their wheelchair to the floor, ‘Let’s go – somewhere in 

the house – (turn page) – floor’ 

o When you are about to drive your child to school, ‘Let’s go – (for a) drive – in the car – (to) school’  

 

• You will notice that some of these examples will help you become familiar with other parts of your child’s 

PODD, such as the ‘house and garden’ category. Take the time to explore how you can use this 

vocabulary to talk about other places you go – perhaps out on the verandah, to the outside rubbish bin, 

or to the washing line. 

  

And of course, since you’ll be modelling about where you are going, this will also serve as a perfect reminder 

of our very first PODD Communication Focus - ensuring your child’s PODD is with them, out, and where 

possible, visible to them, at all times! 
 

 

 

Porter, G. (2007). Pragmatic Organisation Dynamic Display Communication Books: Introductory Workshop. Melb: Cerebral Palsy 
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